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The topics for this week include a discussion on the ideas to answer the question ‘What is

QuEST?’ – below is some draft text based on some feedback.

Jargon based answer

QUalia Exploitation of Sensing Technology – QuEST – a cognitive exoskeleton

• QUEST defines and engineers a new set of processes that will be implemented in a               

computer agent (or set of computer agents) to improve decision quality of a human agent (or               

set of human agents)

• Assumption 1:  decision quality is dominated by the appropriate level of situational

awareness

• QUEST could be considered a new approach to situational assessment (processes that           

are used to achieve situational awareness), situation understanding, or sensemaking (depending          

on the application) for decision quality over short term versus long term, tactical vs. strategic,              

and individual versus group conditions

– QUEST agents implement blended dual process cognitive models (have both artificial

conscious and artificial subconscious/intuition processes) for situational assessment (processes

that are used to achieve situational awareness)

– The artificially conscious processes all are constrained by the fundamental laws of the

QUEST Theory of Consciousness (structural coherence, situation based, simulation / cognitively

decoupled)

– The subconscious/intuition processes are processes that do not use working memory

and thus considered autonomous (do not require consciousness to act) – we believe current

approaches to Data driven artificial intelligence provide a wide range of options for

implementing instantiations of capturing experiential knowledge.

• QUEST is developing a ‘Theory of Knowledge’ – to provide the theoretical foundations            

to understand what an agent or group of agents can know which fundamentally changes             

machine learning from an empirical effort to a  scientific effort

Acknowledgement:  Over decades of research in perception and recognition from single

sources; the information age opens up a distributed set of data, users, and decisions which



requires a research group from varied backgrounds to answer fundamental questions of a

“situation” for different “agents”.

Street speak answer:

• QUEST improves decision quality by providing decision makers computer based decision          

aids that are engineered with both intuition and the ability to do deliberative thinking to match               

results with needs

• QUEST seeks mathematical foundations to understand what can be known by a person            

or group of people and their computer based decision aids about situations so we can predict               

when more people (or differently trained people) or more information are necessary to make a              

particular decision.

The second area for discussion to keep with our goal of weekly exposing the group to an article                 

or area of literature that may be key to delivering QuEST agents – we have two articles we want                  

to vector people to:

Cogn Process (2010) 11:103–121

Good judgments do not require complex cognition

Julian N. Marewski • Wolfgang Gaissmaier •

Gerd Gigerenzer

What cognitive capabilities allow Homo sapiens

to successfully bet on the stock market, to catch balls in

baseball games, to accurately predict the outcomes of

political elections, or to correctly decide whether a patient

needs to be allocated to the coronary care unit? It is a

widespread belief in psychology and beyond that complex

judgment tasks require complex solutions. Countering this

common intuition, in this article, we argue that in an

uncertain world actually the opposite is true: Humans do

not need complex cognitive strategies to make good

inferences, estimations, and other judgments; rather, it is

the very simplicity and robustness of our cognitive repertoire

that makes Homo sapiens a capable decision maker.

Cogn Tech Work (2005) 7:14-28



Gary Klein Æ Rebecca Pliske Æ Beth Crandall

David D. Woods

Problem detection

Abstract Problem detection is the process by which

people first become concerned that events may be taking

an unexpected and undesirable direction that potentially

requires action. Previous accounts [e.g., Cowan (Acad

Manage Rev 11(4):763–776, 1986)] described problem

detection as the accumulation of discrepancies until a

threshold was reached. In reviewing incidents taken

from a variety of natural settings, we found that discrepancy

accumulation did not apply to the incidents we

reviewed, because (a) cues to problems may be subtle

and context-dependent, and (b) what counts as a discrepancy

depends on the problem-solver’s experience

and the stance taken in interpreting the situation. In

many cases, detecting a problem is equivalent to reconceptualizing

the situation.

News Articles

 1.

60 Minutes about autobiographical memory – update

They have now found two kids with this condition – 10 years old – one of the two is an identical

twin and the twin does NOT have the condition.

All are calendar savants

They all not just recall the facts of a given date with respect to their experiences but also the

emotion impact of them – probably why they don’t have successful marriages – they can’t let

stuff go – when they remember it – it still hurts the same –

Their memory is no better than anyone else on things they watch – like a short story film – also

on stuff that happened to them today or yesterday they score no better than ‘normal’ people –

or even yesterday – stuff last week they seem to start doing better than normal people – but

interesting is a ‘normal’ person is provided the right links they can almost catch up – for

example telling the normal person that last Thursday they were ‘shooting an episode on blah’ –

then they recall details to about the same level as an autobiographical memory savant



Current hypothesis is they just don’t forget like normal people do –

A related news article we’ve been through before:

http://www.theblaze.com/stories/ever-wonder-how-some-people-remember-every-day-of-their

-life/

MRI brain scans revealed the area associated with OCD was larger in people with these more

specialized memories. (Image: Shutterstock.com

Ever Wonder How Some People Remember Every Day of Their Life?
Could you say what day of the week Jan. 1, 1984, fell on? How about the date Princess Diana

and Prince Charles were married or the day the first Star Wars opened in theaters? Could you

then elaborate on personal details of what happened to you on that day?

These are just a few questions researchers are asking subjects being studied for a “highly

superior autobiographical memory,” according to NPR. Most people can only answer

questions such as these with 15 percent accuracy, University of California-Irvine researcher

James McGaugh told NPR. Those with highly superior autobiographical memory (HSAM) on

the other hand can get 55 percent of them right.

NPR describes Bob Petrella as one of those with an extraordinary memory. In addition to

identifying the date of a news event or the notable event that occurred on a specific date,

Petrella, who is 62 years old, was able to tell researchers Jan. 1, 1984, fell on a Sunday, which

was the day the Steelers, his favorite team, lost to the Raiders, 38-10.
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http://gcn.com/articles/2014/01/09/topographical-data-analysis.aspx?s=gcntech_100114

Lawrence Livermore explores the shape of data, expanding query-free analytics

● By William Jackson

● Jan 09, 2014

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory is taking advantage of federally funded research into

topological data analysis (TDA) to find new ways of extracting and using information

from data sets that are too large and complex to yield to traditional analytical

techniques.

The lab is collaborating with Ayasdi Inc., a commercial spin-off from research at Stanford

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.theblaze.com%2Fstories%2Fever-wonder-how-some-people-remember-every-day-of-their-life%2F&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGhP9c3P74QCsnwIgcHnyr1XViwKA
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.theblaze.com%2Fstories%2Fever-wonder-how-some-people-remember-every-day-of-their-life%2F&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGhP9c3P74QCsnwIgcHnyr1XViwKA
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.npr.org%2Fblogs%2Fhealth%2F2012%2F08%2F20%2F158779474%2Fwhy-can-some-people-recall-every-day-of-their-lives-brain-scans-offer-clues%3Fft%3D1%26f%3D1128&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNH6MhVJVOxhXCI_-BnXRoW9YWxnRw
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fgcn.com%2Farticles%2F2014%2F01%2F09%2Ftopographical-data-analysis.aspx%3Fs%3Dgcntech_100114&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNHf9EHBedvvabJLVdcUEFNDf2UfBQ


University that is funded through the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency and the

National Science Foundation.  Ayasdi’s Insight Discovery platform is a software suite already

being used by private- and public-sector organizations, including the intelligence community, to

glean insights from large and varied data collections.

“Big data challenges are a part of our mission,” said Anantha Krishnan, director of the lab’s

Office of Mission Innovation.

The lab uses high-performance computing for modeling and simulation in areas of energy,

climate change, biological defense and national security. “For many years the lab has had to rely

on homegrown technology,” Krishnan said. “We have developed our own set of data analysis

tools and modeling and simulation tools.”
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January 13, 2014, 7:07 pm 18 Comments

Google and Nest: Two Companies in the Business of Understanding You

By QUENTIN HARDY

Jim Wilson/The New York Times Matt Rogers, left, and Tony Fadell, the co-founders of Nest, in

2011.

Google has announced it is buying Nest Labs, maker of smart thermostats and smoke alarms,

for $3.2 billion in cash. At times like this, it’s normal to ask what is in it for each side.

This time, that is a particularly interesting question for what it says about our world.

Rather than the usual start-up founders, made suddenly rich after an acquisition, Nest’s Tony

Fadell and Matt Rogers are both Apple veterans who had made decent fortunes before they

started Nest. This isn’t just about the money, though in various funding rounds Nest has

probably raised less than one-tenth of what Google is now paying (including funding from

Google’s investment arm).

What Nest is getting is a like-minded corporate parent with muscle. Its business is based on

algorithms, which Google knows how to write. Also, Nest’s competitors are very large

multinational companies. Even a start-up as clever as Nest might not have been able to

outlast those giants, but Google can. Unlike other start-ups, like Snapchat, which

turned down its own multibillion-dollar acquisition offer from Facebook, Nest very

likely needs that corporate girth to grow.

Rather than thermostats, Nest’s key technologies were described by Mr. Fadell in an

interview last November as “communications, algorithms, sensors and user experience,

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fbits.blogs.nytimes.com%2F2014%2F01%2F13%2Fgoogle-and-nest-two-companies-in-the-business-of-understanding-you%2F%23postComment&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNFwfap8duCTHyC2a8ExvqMYkn2zoA
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fbits.blogs.nytimes.com%2Fauthor%2Fquentin-hardy%2F&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNEtpJgknHmsd452RHYpukuR1Ub31g
http://investor.google.com/releases/2014/0113.html
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fbits.blogs.nytimes.com%2F2013%2F11%2F07%2Fnests-tony-fadell-on-smart-objects-and-the-singularity-of-innovation%2F%3F_r%3D0&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNG74ZTKydGXYNB8eEkBT5t4F0JRzQ


running over a network to the cloud.”

That is, Nest is interested in how people behave inside their houses; the thermostat was just

the first step to understanding that. Its sensors gave information about interactions; after

that, algorithms on everything from user preferences to battery power were deployed to give

people a sense of control they had not had before. As Mr. Fadell put it at the time, “we’re

focused on experience.”
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http://www.technologyreview.com/news/523411/facing-doubters-ibm-expands-plans-for-watso

n/

Facing Doubters, IBM Expands Plans for Watson
IBM says it will invest $1 billion in the computer system that won on Jeopardy! but has

stumbled so far in the real world.

● By Antonio Regalado on January 9, 2014

Why It Matters
Cognitive computing, the approach used by IBM’s Watson, could change the way businesses

operate.

Cognitive computing: IBM is seeking new markets for its Watson data system.

IBM’s computer system Watson vanquished human contests on the TV quiz show Jeopardy!

The question now: can it defeat the complexities of the real world?

IBM thinks so. The company says it plans to greatly expand its efforts to commercialize

Watson by putting another 1,500 engineers and marketers to work on the project. It will also

combine Watson with other “cognitive computing” technologies and invest a further $1 billion

into a business it says will define the future of how companies use data.

“We have learned enough about the benefit of the cognitive systems that we think it has much

further to go in solving business problems,” says Rob High, vice president and chief technology

officer of the newly expanded IBM unit, now being called Watson Group.

IBM’s expansion plans come amid questions about Watson’s real commercial prospects and

how well the underlying technology is performing. On Wednesday, the Wall Street Journal

reported that Watson has generated revenues of less than $100 million, far short of the

company’s goals, and that IBM has been scrambling to get its plans for the technology

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.technologyreview.com%2Fnews%2F523411%2Ffacing-doubters-ibm-expands-plans-for-watson%2F&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGVC63BWEwL0_dPscNvG82HbCeQ8g
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.technologyreview.com%2Fnews%2F523411%2Ffacing-doubters-ibm-expands-plans-for-watson%2F&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGVC63BWEwL0_dPscNvG82HbCeQ8g
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.technologyreview.com%2Fcontributor%2Fantonio-regalado%2F&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNEZrUWrMKn1W_bjUlr3NaLXeQ-Chg
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fonline.wsj.com%2Fnews%2Farticles%2FSB10001424052702304887104579306881917668654&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGUeDIj47YjUgM8pm2A97rQvjDQGQ


back on track after various stumbles.

The problem is that despite big claims, Watson has not always fared as well in real-world

circumstances as it did onJeopardy!, where its combination of machine-learning strategies and

an ability to process natural language—or ordinary speech—allowed it to defeat human

contestants Brad Rutter and Ken Jennings in 2011.


